We study local search algorithms to solve instances of the random k-satisfiability problem, equivalent to finding (if they exist) zero-energy ground states of statistical models with disorder on random hypergraphs. It is well known that the best such algorithms are akin to non-equilibrium processes in a high-dimensional space. In particular, algorithms known as focused, and which do not obey detailed balance, outperform simulated annealing and related methods in the task of finding the solution to a complex satisfiability problem, that is to find (exactly or approximately) the minimum in a complex energy landscape. A physical question of interest is if the dynamics of these processes can be well predicted by the well-developed theory of equilibrium Gibbs states. While it has been known empirically for some time that this is not the case, an alternative systematic theory that does so has been lacking. In this paper we introduce such a theory based on the recently developed technique of cavity master equations and test it on the paradigmatic random 3-satisfiability problem. Our theory predicts the solution process very accurately away from the algorithm phase boundary and also predicts the qualitative form of this boundary.
INTRODUCTION
Combinatorial optimization problems are of great importance in many industrial and engineering fields, and are also central to computational complexity [1] . They are equivalent to the physical problem of finding ground states in statistical mechanics models with disorder, an analogy which has generated a large literature [2] . Constraint satisfaction is the subset of such problems where the energy function is non-negative, and the problem is to find a zero-energy ground state (if any exists). Many problems in combinatorial optimization are known to be worst-case computationally intractable, given "P = N P ".
The typical or average-case behavior is however qualitatively different. It was found a quarter of a century ago that the empirical run-time on random instances of one of the most famous NP-complete problems, Boolean 3-satisfiability problem (3-SAT), varies greatly [3, 4] . Very under-constrained problems are in practice easy, for almost any solution procedure. This does not say that the problem would not be worst-case hard; it only says that hard instances are hard to find in problems that are overall under-constrained. The most difficult region is for problems that are on the verge of being unsatisfiable, which for 3-satisfiability means a ratio of clauses to variables (M/N ) of about 4.27. Very over-constrained problems are again easy for complete algorithms, but this aspect will not be discussed further here.
In the run-up from under-constrained to critical 3-SAT problems different algorithms can be characterized, rigorously or empirically, where they fail to work. We here take "work" to mean "find a solution in time scaling polynomially in system size", but keep it unspecified whether this has to happen always or with high probability, and leave aside rigorous considerations for which we refer to [5, 6] , and references cited therein. According to this criterion the best algorithm for random K-SAT is "survey propagation" [7] which in its most recent version is able to find solutions extremely close to the SAT/UNSAT threshold [8] . Survey propagation is however a quite complex algorithm tailored to random constraint satisfaction problems, and is not competitive on most real-world problems [9] . It is therefore of interest to step back and consider other simpler and more general solution procedures, of which the first example is "simulated annealing" [10] , a work-horse of scientific computing. The performance of simulated annealing at slow enough cooling rate can be analyzed by spin glass techniques [11] and is known to fail at some distance from the SAT/UNSAT threshold. This can be taken to reinforce the (equilibrium) statistical mechanics view of random satisfiability problems.
The best local search algorithms that have been invented for satisfiability are however not processes in detailed balance, and hence fall outside the paradigm of equilibrium statistical physics. They all rely in "focusing", meaning that only variables that participate in some unsatisfied clause are considered for update. A focused algorithm hence obeys to the dictum "if it works, don't fix it". It is obvious that focusing breaks detailed balance as it leaves the set of solutions (zero-energy states) invariant. In other words, if the problem has a solution, then the focused algorithm has an absorbing set. For constraint satisfiability, the most well-known algorithm in this class is "walksat" [12] which is competitive on many real-world problems [9, 13] . Moreover, with parameter tuning it works on random 3-SAT up to clause density about 4.2 [14] . Several other local search procearXiv:1903.01510v1 [cond-mat.dis-nn] 4 Mar 2019 dures have been shown to work up to a similar threshold [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . We will here consider Focused Metropolis Search (FMS) [16, 18] . This algorithm can be described very simply as first making a focusing step and then a standard Metropolis step, as in simulated annealing at one temperature. For the best choice of temperature FMS has been empirically shown to work up to clause density about 4.23 [16] .
However, the understanding of non-equilibrium local search has been hampered by the absence of theory. While it has been empirically clear that predictions of equilibrium-derived theories do not apply, it has been unclear what to use in their stead. The goal of this paper is to provide such a theory. Previous attempts rest on average rate equations [13, 21] that must be built case by case. Our theory gives quantitatively excellent results on the development of FMS away from the SAT/UNSAT boundary, and qualitatively correct predictions on how that boundary depends on clause density and algorithm parameters. The crucial ingredient of this theory is the newly developed cavity method for continuous-time processes [22] .
CAVITY MASTER EQUATION APPLIED TO RANDOM 3-SAT
Cavity Master Equation is a closure of the dynamic cavity equations. Dynamic cavity starts from the joint probability distribution of all histories of a set of dynamic variables interacting in a locally tree-like (locally loopfree) graph. It is then possible to write a self-consistent equation for the probabilities of the history of single variables when the history of one of their neighboring variables is held fixed; one says that the first variable is in the cavity of the second variable. These dynamic cavity equations are formally Belief Propagation updates. As is, they are however of little practical value since the variable (the history of one dynamic variable) is very high-dimensional. For dynamics in discrete time with synchronous updates closure assumptions have been explored for some time [23] [24] [25] .
The Cavity Master Equation is appropriate for dynamics of discrete variables in continuous time. In satisfiability problems these variables naturally take values 1 (true) or −1 (false), which we here call spins. The Cavity Master Equation takes as input the jump rates r i (for spin i) defining the dynamics, and is for spins interacting in groups labeled by a, b, c, . . . (constraints, clauses) formulated in terms of quantities p a→i (σ a\i |σ i ) where σ a\i are the current values in group a except i [26] . These quantities should be considered closures imposed on the corresponding full cavity quantities µ a→i (X a\i |X i ) where X a\i is the whole history of of all the spins in group a except i in the cavity of i, and X i the cavity history. In practice, to describe FMS on random K-SAT we then have to solve the following set of coupled differential equations:
F j in above is the standard flip operator acting on spin j while the combination of several terms of the type p(σ a\i | σ i ) is characteristic of the cavity master equation closure, and structurally analogous to the earlier described case of (ferromagnetic) p-spin model [26] . The term r j (±) in (1) is on the other hand the jump rate of spin j when it takes value ±1. This quantity depends on the instantaneous value of spin j and on the instantaneous values of all the spins interacting with j, through all the clauses in which spin j appears. To describe the dynamics of the FMS algorithms one takes
were E i (σ i , σ ∂i ) is the number of unsatisfied constraints of which spin i is a member. Each of these constraints can be written
K-satisfiability is thus a mixture of p-spin problems, where p ranges from 1 to K. FMS is based on focusing and a Metropolis step. In the focusing of FMS all unsatisfied clauses are picked uniformly at random, and thereafter one variable in each such clause is again selected uniformly at random. This is the same as picking all variables partaking in unsatisfied clauses with probability proportional to E i (σ i , σ ∂i ), which explains this factor in (2). The term min e −β∆E(σi,σ ∂i ) , 1 is on the other hand the standard Metropolis factor.
To model the dynamics of FMS in overall algorithmic time (wall-clock time), we have to further take into account that the number of unsatisfied clauses changes. When this becomes smaller the rate per unit time of a given unsatisfied clause to be picked goes up. This is reflected by the denominator KE in (2), where k is the number of variables per clause (3 for 3-SAT) and E is the total number of unsatisfied clauses. This factor kicks in strongly when there are only a few unsatisfied clauses left, and when the variables in these clauses are probed more often. It can be eliminated by letting the FMS algorithm mark time inversely proportionally to E, and is hence a kind of globally defined time reparametrization. By a more efficient coding one can bring down the number of sums in (1) from 2 (K−1)c to 2 c (c is the number of clauses per variable). This coding is described in Supplemental Material
RESULTS
The problem is defined by the ratio between the number of clauses (M ) and the number of literals (N ) of some given instance of 3-SAT written as α = M/N , and by η = e −β as the noise parameter that enter into the rates of equation (2) . In order to understand the behavior of FMS we need to study its dependence on these two parameters.
For a given noise η, FMS has been empirically shown to have a zone, for α lower than some α c (η), where it solves 3-SAT instances in times linear with system size N . For α ≥ α c solutions are found in times that grows exponentially with N , or solutions do not exist. This is shown in figure (1) . As can be seen in the top panel of this figure, for η = 0.45, FMS is able to solve instances that have α ≤ 3.7, and seems to fail otherwise. In the bottom panel, size effects are represented. For α = 3.6 FMS results seem to be almost independent of N . Then, by numerically integrating equations (1) one can obtain the behavior for the same values of the parameter η. Results can be seen in figure (2, top) . Although the transition α is not identical to figure (1) , the results of CME are qualitatively very similar. The differences are that CME, as is natural of the solution of a set of ordinary differential equations, either converges to zero fairly rapidly, or does not converge to zero. The zone where FMS solves the problem by fluctuations is hence not well described by CME. The predicted threshold of CME (α c for given η) is thus generally slightly smaller than the empirically determined threshold of FMS.
On figure (2, bottom) a comparison is made between CME and FMS, for η = 0.65, and several values of α. Below the transition line of CME the agreement is very good. There is a transition between a phase in which solutions of CME reaches zero energy in finite time, and a phase where thhey do not. These calculations were done with η = 0.45 and system size N = 2000. (Bottom) Comparison between CME (lines) and FMS (points) for η = 0.65 and N = 5000. In the region where frustration increases, i.e for high α, CME will not reach zero energy even when FMS typically is able to find solutions. In this region, long range fluctuations in time and/or in the graph are important.
As a summary, a comparison between the corresponding phase diagrams of FMS and CME is shown in figure (3) . As one sees there is high qualitative similarity between them, essentially the transition line in CME is pushed to a little smaller values of α but the two curves follow each other quite closely as the parameter η is varied. Comparison between the phase diagrams of Focused Metropolis Search (FMS) and Cavity Master Equation (CME). The phase boundary of FMS was obtained by running 100 instances of the problem at different α for a time 10 5 · N and determining at which value of α half of them finds a solution in the given time (filled-in circles). Convergence is slower in the lower "descending" branch of FMS. The phase diagram of CME was found by integrating the CME for 24 instances (thick-line circles) or at least 4 instances (thin-line circles) of the problem at different α. Results for each α were placed in log-log plots as the ones of figure (2) and it was determined for which value of α half of them did not converged to zero.
DISCUSSION
The qualitative and quantitative description of the energy landscapes in combinatorial optimization problems is one of the most important results of statistical physics of disordered systems, with many applications in many areas of science [2, 27] . The quantitative prediction of the exact threshold between a SAT and an UN-SAT phase in random satisfiability problems by a onestep replica symmetry breaking (1RSB) technique was a breakthrough [7] , which has been extended to many other paradigmatic problems in computer science such as e.g. graph coloring [28] vertex covering [29] , and the stochastic block model [30] .
Yet, these advances a priori describe statics, and not dynamics. A long line of empirical investigations surveyed in the introduction have shown that the phase diagram of non-equilibrium local search appears unrelated to bounds derived from the complexity of (equilibrium) free energy landscapes. A further and more recent discussion that non-equilibrium may be "unreasonably effective" was given in [31] and similarly in [32] . For combinatorial optimization it may hence be possible to achieve what has sometimes been posited to be impossible, from equilibrium considerations. A full realization (and exploitation) of these results has however been hampered by a lack of systematic theory. This is what we have furnished here, by adapting recent advances in the description of dynamics on locally tree-like graphs.
Our theory for how the local search proceeds in time is very accurate away from the (algorithm-dependent) phase boundary. The discrepancies found close to the phase boundary are very likely due to the build-up of correlations in time which are not captured by the closure approximation that leads to the Cavity Master Equation. We note that in the simpler case of synchronously updated spin systems (parallel updates) it was possible to improve on an analogous Markov approximation presented in [25] by using the matrix product approximation of quantum many-body theory [33] . We believe it is likely that efficient and more accurate higher-order closure schemes can also be found for continuous-time dynamics. For Focused Metropolis Search we find that our theory captures well the form of the phase boundary: for given η (Metropolis parameter) the predicted boundary is basically shifted to a somewhat smaller value of α (clause density).
